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Abstract—Several single-ended and multi-ended broken 
conductor detection methods are known to the power system 
industry. This paper summarizes commonly known broken 
conductor detection methods and points out their limitations. Two 
novel single-ended broken conductor detection methods that rely 
on the series arcing phenomena caused by the conductor break are 
introduced in this paper. Benefits of the proposed methods over 
the commonly known detection methods are highlighted. The 
proposed methods are applicable for transmission and sub-
transmission lines and are expected to detect conductor breaks in 
tapped feeders and distribution systems. This paper presents five 
broken conductor field events from 110 kV, 138 kV, and 220 kV 
lines that validate the two novel methods. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Power line conductors gradually weaken as they are exposed 

to environmental conditions and natural or human-caused 
mechanical stresses [1]. If not repaired or replaced, these 
conductors will eventually break and fall to the ground. The 
subsequent shunt fault and reclosing attempts may cause stress 
on the power system and shorten the live span of the equipment 
feeding the fault. Moreover, these faults may ignite wildfires, 
endangering lives and property. Therefore, detecting broken 
conductors before they fall to the ground is essential. We 
discuss the commonly known broken conductor detection 
methods and their limitations in Section II. 

Analyzing the arc initiated by a conductor break can also 
help detect the broken conductor condition. Once the arc 
initiates from the conductor breaks, the sustenance of the arc is 
a function of arc voltage, electric field, arc temperature, and 
varying levels of ionization of the air [2]–[5]. This paper 
defines the occurrence of the arc caused by a physical 
discontinuity in the circuit as series arcing. There are several 
examples of physical discontinuities in circuits: conductor 
break, opening of a load interrupting disconnect switch, or 
opening of circuit breaker pole. 

The series arc acts as a medium through which the current 
continues to flow until the arc extinguishes and interrupts the 
current. For a broken conductor condition, as the distance 
between the broken conductor ends increase, the series arc 
length is expected to increase, increasing the arc resistance [6]–
[7]. This series arc can be electrically represented as variable 
resistance at the broken conductor location in series with the 
affected phase impedance. Refer to Section III for more 
explanation on the concept of series arcing. 

Power systems with stiff voltages have no significant 
changes in the terminal voltage on either end of a series fault 
such as an open-phase condition. For such a power system, the 
series arc introduces increasing resistance that causes reduction 

in the current magnitude of the affected phase. Signs of 
decrements of the phase current magnitude over a significant 
time is the basis of the first proposed method for detecting 
broken conductors. The second proposed method relies on 
monitoring the estimated phase resistance of the line. This 
method looks for increasing values of the estimated phase 
resistance over time. The two proposed novel methods are 
single-ended and are suitable for transmission, sub-
transmission, and distribution systems. These methods are 
described in detail in Sections IV and V. Benefits of using these 
methods over other falling conductor protection methods are 
explained in Section VI.  

This paper presents five separate broken conductor field 
events from 110 kV, 138 kV, and 220 kV lines. Three of these 
events have recordings from both local and remote terminals. 
In total, eight field event recordings are used to validate the 
proposed methods. Performance analysis of these methods is 
done in Section VII. The conclusions of the paper are covered 
in Section VIII. 

II. SUMMARY OF BROKEN CONDUCTOR  
DETECTION METHODS 

Broken conductor detection methods can be classified as 
either single- or multi-ended. This section briefly describes the 
known broken conductor methods and their limitations. 

A. Single-Ended Methods 
Single-ended broken conductor detection methods are based 

on either unbalanced current, harmonics generated from a 
downed broken conductor (high-impedance faults [HIFs]), line 
charging current, or voltage distortion. 

1) Unbalanced Current Method 
Detection through use of the unbalanced current method 

requires the unbalance (e.g., |I2/I1|) to be higher than a certain 
threshold (typically 0.2) for a significant time (e.g., 5 to 
60 seconds). Using |I2/I1| has limited effectiveness and 
shortcomings mainly because of elevated |I2/I1| seen at all the 
network locations upstream of the actual break point. 
Therefore, detection of broken conductor using |I2/I1| is 
primarily used as an alarm [8]. 

2) HIF Method 
A broken conductor may become a downed conductor and 

trigger an HIF. HIFs can be detected by using signatures in the 
measured signal quantities, mainly the currents. This method 
uses an adaptive tuning process and gets adapted to the ambient 
noise profile, increasing the security of the HIF detection 
element [9]. However, signatures of an HIF in the signal 
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quantities are not available unless the conductor contacts the 
ground path. Because not all broken conductors convert into 
HIFs, the broken conductor condition may remain undetected. 

3) Line Charging Current Method 
Detection using the line charging current method requires 

the measured current to be less than the total line charging 
current and leading the associated phase voltage by 
approximately 90° [8]. This method is more suitable for 
transmission and sub-transmission lines. However, it is not 
suitable for distribution systems and has a limited zone for 
protection. This method can also have a delayed detection 
because the intelligent electronic device (IED) looks for signs 
of charging current, which is possible only after the series 
arcing caused by the conductor break extinguishes. Field events 
have demonstrated that during the series arcing period, the 
current magnitude of the affected phase decreases, and so the 
ground or negative-sequence overcurrent protection may 
operate.  In these cases, the IED may issue a trip signal before 
detecting the broken conductor condition. Refer to Section VI 
for such an event. The IED, if configured, may issue multiple 
auto-reclosures on to a permanent fault, causing stress on the 
power system. 

4) Voltage Distortion Method 
Increased voltage distortions and zero-sequence voltage 

magnitudes have been observed for an open-phase condition in 
a power line connected to an inverter-based resource (IBR) 
system. Therefore, overvoltage elements operating on 3V0 or 
total harmonic distortion (THD) in voltages can be used to 
detect an open-phase condition [10]. This detection scheme has 
increased dependability for low loading conditions. However, 
3V0 in meshed systems may not change for an open-phase 
condition (as will be shown later) and the THD methods uses 
the characteristics of IBRs. Therefore, this method is only 
suitable for power lines that are directly connected to the IBR 
system. 

B. Multi-Ended Methods 
The multi-ended detection of broken conductors can be 

classified as voltage- and impedance-based methods. The 
multi-ended algorithms discussed here require time-aligned 
voltage and/or current data from IEDs stationed at different 
locations in the power system network. Accessing these data 
relies upon communications infrastructure that may not be 
always available.  

1) Voltage-Based Methods 
These methods employ synchronized local and remote 

voltages for detection. The most basic method requires that the 
downstream voltage be less than a set threshold or a 
considerable difference in the voltage on each side of a 
conductor break [11]. 

Another method declares a broken conductor when the rate-
of-change of phase voltages on either side of the break have 
opposite polarity and exceed a certain threshold. This method 
requires the use of phasor measurement units (PMUs) [12]. 

Monitoring the zero- and negative-sequence voltage 
magnitudes can also be used to detect conductor breaks. As the 

broken conductor falls toward the ground, these magnitudes are 
greater in the PMU farther from the source compared to the 
ones in the PMU closer to the source. If the magnitudes rise 
higher than a threshold for a predetermined time, a broken 
conductor is declared [12].  

Lastly, the zero-sequence and negative-sequence angle 
relationships can also be monitored among the PMUs for a 
certain angular relation to declare a broken conductor [12]. 

These voltage-based methods are more suitable for systems 
that can have changes in voltage for an open-phase condition. 
These methods may not detect a broken conductor in 
transmission or meshed distribution systems that have stiff 
voltages. The analysis of the field events presented in 
Section VII show no significant change in voltage magnitudes 
before and after the conductor breaks. These voltage magnitude 
changes were too small to be relied upon. 

2) Impedance-Based Method 
This method uses time-synchronized local and remote 

current and voltage phasors. First, impedances for each phase 
of each terminal are calculated. Then a ratio of the change in 
impedance is calculated by subtracting a previous impedance 
value from the present value and then dividing the difference 
by the previous value. If the ratio exceeds a threshold with no 
assertion of shunt fault detection, a broken conductor condition 
is declared [13]. Setting a threshold for the ratio of the change 
in impedance to optimize the dependability and security of this 
method can be challenging. A higher threshold will restrain the 
method from asserting for a broken conductor near the center 
of a power line that has significant charging current. On the 
other hand, setting a lower threshold can cause a false broken 
conductor assertion for an external loss-of-load condition. 

Recognizing the limitations of the existing broken conductor 
methods, let us understand the concept of series arcing caused 
by a conductor break and the two novel single-ended detection 
methods based on it. 

III. CONCEPT OF SERIES ARCING 
When a physical break occurs in a current-carrying 

conductor, an arc forms at the break point. Once the series arc 
is initiated in the air, the arc voltage, electric field, arc 
temperature, and ionization of air all contribute in sustaining 
the arc [2]–[5]. This paper defines the occurrence of such an arc 
as series arcing. Circuit breakers, load-interrupting disconnect 
switches, or conductor breaks may initiate series arcing while 
interrupting the current. The mechanism of the arc extinction is 
different for circuit breakers compared to that of load-
interrupting disconnect switches or conductor breaks because 
of the dielectric medium. However, the theory of arc extinctions 
through a load-interrupting disconnect switch or conductor 
break are similar. The main difference is the speed at which the 
ends of the series arc separate. In case of free-falling broken 
conductor, the linear distance between the ends of the series arc 
may increase faster than the distance between the contacts of an 
opening disconnect switch. The following summarizes the 
concept of series arc extinction in terms of arc voltage as 
described in [4]. 
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Fig. 1 shows a section of a grid. Here, the power line is in 
parallel with the mesh network. Consider an occurrence of 
series arcing caused by a conductor break in the power line. 
This series arcing is represented as a variable resistance RARC 
in Fig. 1. Typically, the grid loading is not affected by the open-
phase conditions occurring in power lines. In Fig. 1, if an open 
phase occurs in the power line, the respective phase current is 
redistributed through the mesh network such that there is no 
change in the incoming current (IS) and the outgoing current 
(IR) before and after the open-phase condition. 

 

Fig. 1. Representation of a part of a grid with an occurrence of a conductor 
break in the power line parallel with the mesh network. 

When the power line is healthy, the following equation is 
true. 

 ( )S L _ BCB MN L _ BCB LI I Z I Z− ⋅ = ⋅  (1) 

where: 
IL_BCB is the steady state current through the power line 
before the conductor break in the line 
ZMN is the mesh network equivalent impedance 
ZL is the line impedance 

Rearranging the terms in (1), 

 ( )S MN L _ BCB L MNI Z I Z Z⋅ = ⋅ +  (2) 

When the conductor breaks and the series arcing 
extinguishes, the open-circuit voltage across the ends of the 
broken conductor segments can be expressed as shown in (3). 

 
OCARC S MNV I Z= ⋅  (3) 

Equating (2) and (3), we get open-circuit voltage across an 
extinguished arc, as expressed in (4). 

 ( )OC BCBARC L L MNV I Z Z= ⋅ +  (4) 

Equation (4) demonstrates that as the arc voltage drop 
approaches ( )BCBL L MNI Z Z⋅ +  value, the arc extinguishes. 

The real-time arc voltage drop is equal to L ARCI R⋅ . For a 
conductor break, the series arc resistance is expected to increase 
with time and the current through it may decrease. 
Experimental studies have indicated that the voltage drop 
across the arc takes some time to approach the voltage value 
calculated in (4) [4]. This time is related to the duration of the 
series arc. Therefore, the duration of series arcing may vary 
depending on the magnitude of the current before the conductor 
break, line impedance, and equivalent impedance of the parallel 
mesh network. Test data from [4] have shown occurrences of 
series arcing caused by the opening of a disconnect switch for 
initial current values as low as 25 A. The same could be true for 
the occurrences of series arcing through conductor breaks. 

Equation (4) is independent of the system voltage, suggesting 
that series arcing is possible in meshed distribution systems 
(e.g., ring type distribution system). 

Equation (4) is not applicable for conductor breaks in radial 
feeders, such as the one shown in Fig. 2. For conductor breaks 
in radial feeder, the series arc is expected to extinguish when 
the arc voltage drop approaches the system voltage. 

 

Fig. 2.  Representation of a conductor break in radial feeder. 

For radial feeders with constant current loads, the current 
magnitude during the series arc may not decrease. However, the 
combination of constant power or impedance loads along with 
constant current loads forces the current to drop as the series 
arc resistance increases. 

IV. PROPOSED METHOD FOR DETECTING SERIES ARCING BY 
MONITORING INCREMENTAL REDUCTIONS IN THE PHASE 

CURRENT MAGNITUDE 
Fig. 3 presents an overview of the series arcing detection 

through the current-reduction logic. This algorithm mainly 
looks for signs of incremental reduction in the current 
magnitude only in one of the phase currents for a stipulated time 
(e.g., three power system cycles). When the respective phase 
current magnitude experiences significant reduction as 
compared to the earlier balanced system current magnitude, the 
logic declares detection of series arcing. This section describes 
the series arcing detection through current-reduction logic in 
detail and outlines the thresholds used for validating the field 
events presented in the paper.  

 

Fig. 3. Overview of series arcing detection logic by monitoring reductions in 
the phase current magnitude. 

Fig. 4 shows the logic bits of the series arcing detection 
method by monitoring reductions in the phase current 
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magnitude for a Phase C broken conductor field event. Fig. 4 
can be used as a reference to better understand the logic flow. 

 

Fig. 4. Logic bits of the series arcing detection method by monitoring the 
reductions in the phase current magnitude for a Phase C broken conductor 
field event. 

A. Current Magnitude Supervision Check 
Series arcing is more likely to occur when a conductor break 

or the opening of a disconnect switch interrupts the load 
current. Set a minimum threshold for the phase current 
magnitude to filter out low loading cases. The BLOCK_A of 
the series arcing detection algorithm requires the current to be 
greater than a minimum threshold that depends on the IED 
sensitivity. In Fig. 4, the Phase C current magnitude remained 
high enough to keep the BLOCK_A bit asserted. 

B. Incremental Reductions in the Phase Current Magnitude 
This logic looks for reductions in the current magnitude of 

one phase with no decrement in the current magnitudes of the 
other two phases. When this condition, along with the minimum 
current supervision check (BLOCK_A), is satisfied for a 
predetermined time, e.g., 0.5 power system cycle, a definite-
time window opens for detecting possible series arcing. 
Defining the threshold to compare the incremental reductions 
in the phase current magnitude can be challenging to maintain 
dependability of the algorithm and avoid false assertions. In this 
paper, we chose the minimum threshold to check the magnitude 
reduction based on the field events data. Note that a sudden 
reduction in the phase current magnitude is not expected during 
the series arcing caused by the conductor break. Therefore, we 
also set a higher limit in the incremental drop of the phase 
current magnitude. This can filter out cases where the current 
magnitudes quickly drop to zero when the circuit breaker trips 
the line. 

C. Definite-Time Window to Detect Series Arcing 
The definite-time window detecting possible series arcing is 

open only for the phase that has decreasing current magnitude. 

The defined time for this window can encompass the duration 
of the series arcing, so the algorithm has enough time to detect 
series arcing phenomena. The broken conductor field events 
described in this paper exhibit series arcing durations ranging 
from 0.2 to 0.7 seconds. Considering this range, we select a 
definite-time window of 18 power system cycles. The definite-
time window is closed upon initiation of a shunt fault or when 
the respective phase current magnitude falls lower than a 
minimum threshold (deassertion of BLOCK_A). 

D. Significant Reduction in the Phase Current Magnitude 
This logic, defined as BLOCK_D in Fig. 3, asserts when 

there has been a significant drop in the phase current magnitude 
within the definite time window. For the field event analysis, a 
reduction of 25 percent was considered. 

E. Integrating Counter 
The integrating counter calculates the processing counts 

during which BLOCK_A and BLOCK_B are asserted while the 
definite-time window is open (BLOCK_C is asserted). The 
integrating counter helps to differentiate an open-phase 
condition caused by the opening of a breaker pole or through 
the extinction of series arcing caused by a conductor break. 
When a breaker pole opens, the corresponding phase current 
reduces quickly and drops to zero in less than the breaker pole-
open time (two to three power system cycles), whereas the 
occurrence of series arcing for a conductor break causes gradual 
reduction in the affected phase current magnitude, as shown in 
Fig. 4 for a Phase C broken conductor event. Note that 
BLOCK_A and BLOCK_B may not be continuously asserted 
as shown in Fig. 4. Implementing an integrating counter instead 
of a normal pickup delay timer ensures the time delay in 
detecting series arcing condition is minimized. For the 
integrator counter, each count equals the duration of 1/8th of a 
power system cycle. When the integrator count exceeds a 
threshold, the output of the integrating counter asserts. As 
explained earlier, the count threshold should be slightly more 
than the number of counts required for the breaker pole to open.  

Finally, the logic declares detection of series arcing when 
the output of the integrating timer and the BLOCK_D logic 
have asserted. Note that the detection of series arcing by 
monitoring the current reductions is not suitable for radial 
feeders with constant current loads. 

V. PROPOSED METHOD FOR DETECTING SERIES ARCING BY 
ESTIMATING THE PHASE RESISTANCE VALUES 

Typically, transmission, sub-transmission, and, some 
distribution systems consist of mesh networks. For any series 
faults, e.g., open-phase, in these networks, the respective phase 
current of the affected line is redistributed in the network, 
resulting in no loss of load. The redistribution of the currents 
for such a series fault keeps the system voltage stiff. Fig. 5 
represents such a power system. In Fig. 5, if an open phase 
occurs in Phase A of the line, the Phase A current is 
redistributed through the mesh network, and there is no change 
in the currents coming into Terminal S (IS) and going out of 
Terminal R (IR). This also results in stiff voltages at the 
Terminals S and R for any open-phase condition on the power 
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line. With this consideration, the following describes an 
approach to detect series arcing by estimating the phase 
resistances. 

 

Fig. 5. Representation of a power line in a mesh power system network. 

Equation (5) gives the estimated Phase A resistance of a 
transposed power line by using the voltage drop equation [14]. 
For simplicity, assume no additional zero-sequence mutual 
couplings are linking the power line. 

 AS AR B C M
A _ EST

A

V V (I I ) Z
R Real

I
 − − + ⋅

=  
 

 (5) 

where: 
VAS is the local terminal Phase A voltage 
VAR is the remote terminal Phase A voltage 
ZM is the phase-to-phase mutual impedance 

Fig. 6 shows a series arcing caused by the conductor break 
in Phase A of the power line. This series arcing is represented 
as a variable resistance (RARC). As the series arcing progresses 
in time, RARC is expected to increase, because the length of the 
arc grows as the distance between the broken conductor ends 
increase. During the arcing period, the estimated phase 
resistance (RA_EST) of the power line calculated by using (5) 
should equal to the sum of the actual resistance of Phase A (RA) 
and the variable arc resistance (RARC). Under normal loading 
conditions (without any series arc), the estimated Phase A 
resistance (RA_EST) calculated by (5) should equal to the actual 
resistance of Phase A (RA). Therefore, by monitoring the 
increase in the Phase A resistance by using (5), the occurrence 
of series arcing and thus a broken conductor can be detected. 
Note, (5) uses synchronized local and remote measurements to 
detect series arcing, making the use of (5) a multi-ended 
approach. Next, we describe the extension of this approach to 
detect series arcing without using the remote voltages. 

 

Fig. 6. Representation of series arcing caused by the broken conductor in 
Phase A of the power line. 

The proposed method assumes the occurrence of series 
arcing in only one phase while the other two phases remain 
healthy. Given this assumption and because the arc resistance 
varies by length, the corresponding estimated phase resistance 
should increase during series arcing for a significant amount of 

time (e.g., three power system cycles) compared to the other 
two phases. Now, consider series arcing in Phase A, while 
Phase B and Phase C are assumed to be healthy. With this 
assumption, the remote terminal voltages of Phase B and C, 
calculated using only the local analogs and line parameters, are 
estimated correctly by using (6) and (7), respectively. 

 
BBR _ EST BS LOOP 1LV V I Z= − ⋅  (6) 

 
CCR _ EST CS LOOP 1LV V I Z= − ⋅  (7) 

where: 
VBS and VCS are the local terminal Phase B and Phase C 
voltages 

BLOOP B 0 GI I k I= + ⋅ and 
CLOOP C 0 GI I k I= + ⋅ are the 

Phase B and Phase C loop currents 

0L 1L
0

1L

Z Zk
3•
−

=
Ζ

 is the zero-sequence compensation factor 

Z1L is the positive-sequence line impedance 
Z0L is the zero-sequence line impedance 

Using (6) and (7), calculate the remote terminal Phase A 
voltage as expressed in (8). 

 ( )AR _ EST GR _ EST BR _ EST CR _ ESTV V V V= − +  (8) 

where: 
VGR_EST is the remote terminal ground voltage 

Typically, power systems networks have stiff and balanced 
voltages, making the ground voltage too small to consider. 
However, if there is significant ground voltage before an open 
phase occurs, it cannot be ignored. For such cases, calculate 
VGR_EST by using (9). 

 GR _ EST GL G 0LV V I Z= − ⋅  (9) 

where: 
VGL is the local terminal ground voltage 
IG is the ground current through the affected power line 

When the changing series arcing resistance (RARC) is 
introduced in one phase of the line, additional (RARC/3), in 
parallel with the positive- and negative-sequence network, is 
also introduced in the zero-sequence impedance of the line [15]. 
Therefore, using (9) to estimate VGR_EST will be erroneous from 
the instance of physical break in the conductor. However, 
VGR_EST can be approximated by latching to its value from a 
time just before the conductor break. Therefore, (8) can be re-
written as: 

 ( )AR _ EST GR _ EST BR _ EST CR _ ESTBCB
V ' V V V= − +  (10) 

where: 

GR _ EST BCB
V  is the latched value from a time just before 

the conductor break (BCB) 
The assumption of latching VGR_EST is true for power 

systems that have stiff voltages for an open-phase event in the 
power line. Accurate estimation of the series arc resistance 
requires accurate VGR_EST. However, the proposed detection 
method looks at the trend, especially the variation of the 
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estimated phase resistance rather than for its accuracy. 
Considering this and using VAR_EST′ from (10) in place of VAR 
in (5), we get another estimated resistance of Phase A as 
expressed in (11). Equation (11) contains only the local analogs 
and line parameters, making it a single-ended approach in 
estimating the phase resistance. 

 AS AR _ EST B C M
A _ EST

A

V V ' (I I ) Z
R ' Real

I
− − + ⋅ 

=  
 

 (11) 

Similar to (11), use local voltages and currents and line 
parameters to estimate the resistance of Phase B and Phase C, 
as expressed in (12) and (13), respectively. 

 BS BR _ EST A C M
B_ EST

B

V V ' (I I ) Z
R ' Real

I
− − + ⋅ 

=  
 

 (12) 

 CS CR _ EST A B M
C _ EST

C

V V ' (I I ) Z
R ' Real

I
− − + ⋅ 

=  
 

 (13) 

Analysis of the field events presented in this paper have 
shown no significant difference in the estimated arc resistance 
with or without the use of the remote ground voltage, 

GR _ EST BCB
V . This could mainly be due to the stiff system 

voltages even during the arcing period, supporting the 
assumption made for the derivation of (11), (12), and (13). 
Subtracting the actual phase resistance from the estimated 
phase resistance gives the corresponding estimated arc 
resistance during the occurrence of series arcing, as expressed 
in (14), (15), and (16). The estimated arc resistance values can 
be erroneous in the case of missing mutual coupling voltage 
drops from the parallel lines. However, this is not an issue for 
the proposed series arcing detection method because the 
method relies on the rate of change trend of the estimated arc 
resistance values rather than its accuracy. 
 A _ EST A _SELFEARC _ RA R '   R= −  (14) 

 B_ EST B_SELFEARC _ RB R '   R= −  (15) 

 C _ EST C _SELFEARC _ RC R '   R= −  (16) 

where: 
RA_SELF, RB_SELF, and RC_SELF are the Phase A, Phase B, 
and Phase C self resistances, respectively 

Under normal conditions, Equations (14), (15), and (16) are 
true and the estimated arc resistance values for each phase 
should be zero. However, for an occurrence of series arcing in 
one phase, the equation for the estimated arc resistance is only 
true for the affected phase. The estimated arc resistances for the 
remining two phases are wrong because of the missing arc 
voltage drop in their equations. This is not a concern because 
the phases with incorrectly estimated arc resistance values can 
be easily eliminated. The estimated arc resistance value for the 
phase with series arcing should be positive and increase with 
time. So, any phase that has negative or steady values of 
estimated arc resistance is definitely not the phase with series 
arcing. Alternatively, the phase current magnitudes can also be 
monitored while estimating the arc resistance values for each 

phase. The phase that has increasing values of estimated arc 
resistance and decreasing current magnitude is the one with 
series arcing. 

Fig. 7 gives an overview of the series arcing detection logic 
by estimating the phase resistance values. The flow of the 
algorithm is similar to that of the current reduction logic 
described in Section IV. Note the detection of series arcing by 
estimating the phase resistance values is not suitable for radial 
feeders with constant current loads.  

 

Fig. 7. Overview of series arcing detection logic by estimating the phase 
resistance values. 

 

Fig. 8. Logic bits of the series arcing detection method by estimating the 
phase resistance values for a Phase C broken conductor field event. 

Fig. 8 shows the logic bits of the series arcing detection 
method by estimating the phase resistance values for a Phase C 
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broken conductor field event. Fig. 8 can be used as a reference 
to better understand the logic flow. EARC_RA, EARC_RB, 
and EARC_RC are the estimated series arc resistances for 
Phases A, B, and C in secondary ohms, respectively. 

VI. BENEFITS OF USING THE PROPOSED SERIES ARCING 
DETECTION METHODS 

A. Fast Detection of Broken Conductor 
Broken conductors can take more than one second from the 

instant of the conductor break to hit the ground [12]. Taking 
this into account, IEDs processing logics in the order of 
milliseconds can have adequate time to declare such a 
condition. However, taking significant time may not be always 
helpful. The broken conductor field event in Fig. 9 
demonstrates why the fast detection of a broken conductor is 
beneficial.  

 Fig. 9 shows the phase currents of the 110 kV transmission 
line during the time frame of the Phase C conductor break. 
Corresponding protection and the two proposed series arcing 
detection bits are also included. After the conductor break, the 
series arcing causes reduction in the respective phase current 
magnitude. This results in the assertion of the unbalanced 
(ground) overcurrent element and the IED issues a trip 
command based on a communication-assisted protection 
scheme. After the initial trip, the relay auto-recloses and trips 
again on switch-on-to-fault (SOTF) protection. This part of the 
event is not shown in Fig. 9. In this field event, the detection of 
the broken conductor before the initial tripping could have 
blocked the auto-reclose, preventing the shunt fault. 

 

Fig. 9. Phase currents of the 110 kV transmission line during the time frame 
of the Phase C conductor break. 

Using the series arc detection methods in this case may have 
detected the broken conductor long before the relay tripped on 
the ground overcurrent element. Playback of this event has 
shown successful detection of series arcing through the use of 
the two proposed algorithms. The 1:SADIC and 1:SADPRC 

bits in Fig. 9 indicate the detection of the broken conductor in 
Phase C through current reduction and phase resistance 
monitoring methods, respectively. Because these detection bits 
asserted before the IED issued the trip and the current analogs 
went to zero, they could have been used to block the auto-
reclose, preventing the shunt fault.  

Note the charging current method of detecting a broken 
conductor [8] could not have detected this condition. This is 
because the relay could not measure the charging current before 
the breakers tripped. When the relay issued the trip command, 
the series arcing carrying the load current superimposed the 
charging current. 

B. Security for Loss-of-Load Conditions 
Typically, a loss of load is measured by the IED as a steep 

change in the respective phase current magnitude. The two 
proposed series arcing detection logics look for signs of 
gradually decreasing current magnitude or gradually increasing 
phase resistance for a significant time (e.g., three power system 
cycles). These conditions restrain the two proposed algorithms 
from detecting a loss-of-load condition and thus enhance the 
security of broken conductor detection. Fig. 10 demonstrates an 
example of 75 percent loss of load in Phase A. For this 
simulation, the two proposed series arcing detection logics were 
not asserted and rightly did not declare a broken conductor 
event. 

 

Fig. 10. Simulation of 75 percent loss of load in Phase A. 

C. Capable of Detecting Series Arcing Caused by Broken 
Conductors Beyond the Protected Line 

The two proposed concepts described in the paper are also 
capable of detecting series arcing occurring beyond the 
protected line. This means the IEDs of the power lines, having 
the proposed algorithms, can detect series arcing occurring in 
any of the taps connected to the power line.  This is because the 
power line feeding current to the tapped feeder can have the 
signs of decreasing current magnitudes and increasing values of 
estimated phase resistance in the affected phase. This condition 
is as if the series arcing is occurring in the protected line. The 
only difference is that the current magnitude measured by the 
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IED at the source end will not reduce to a charging current value 
because the open-phase condition exists in the tapped feeder 
rather than in the power line.  

When we consider the previous example of detecting series 
arcing in the tapped feeders, the application of detecting series 
arcing through the use of the two proposed methods can also be 
extended to the distribution systems. However, the proposed 
detection methods are not suitable for radial feeders with 
constant current loads. 

In some utilities, sub-transmission or distribution lines are 
equipped with disconnect switches to interrupt load currents. 
These disconnect switches produce series arcing while 
interrupting the load current. The two proposed algorithms may 
detect these kinds of series arcing, but in all three phases. The 
series arcing may initiate at different times in the three phases; 
therefore, adding a delay in the detection methods can help 
distinguish a single-phase broken conductor event from a three-
phase opening of a load interrupter. For noisy loads, the 
thresholds in the proposed detection methods can be changed to 
bias towards security. However, because the proposed solutions 
to detect broken conductor are new, they are meant for analysis 
and as critical alarms. They may also be used to block auto-
reclosures upon series arcing detection followed by an assertion 
of a trip signal. 

D. Single-Ended Method 
The two proposed algorithms to detect series arcing caused 

by a conductor break are single-ended methods. Not requiring 
any synchronized analog data from the remote IEDs make these 
logics less complex and easy to implement. 

VII. FIELD EVENT ANALYSIS 
To validate the proposed series arcing detection methods, we 

programmed equations into the free-form logic of a protective 
relay. In total, eight event recordings were used to test the two 
proposed methods. These eight events recordings were from 
five separate broken conductor field events that occurred on 
110 kV, 138 kV, and 220 kV lines. For three of these events, 
both local and remote recordings were available. Key readings 
from the tests are summarized in Table I. Fig. 11–Fig. 18 
demonstrate successful detection of broken conductors upon 
playback of the field events using the proposed current 
magnitude reduction and estimated phase resistance monitoring 
methods. 

The TSADI and TSADPR columns in Table I imply both the 
proposed series arcing detection methods successfully 
identified the occurrence of series arcing, hence the detection 
of broken conductor for each of the field events. Series arcing 
detection through the current magnitude reduction method took 
on average about 75 percent of the total series arc duration for 

detection. The initiation of series arcing from the field event 
recordings is taken as an instance where the affected phase 
current magnitude starts to deviate from its previous value. The 
total series arcing duration estimated from the field events (TSAI 
column in Table I) was in the range of 0.2 to 0.7 seconds. The 
current magnitude reduction method takes considerable time 
for series arcing detection mainly because the affected phase 
current magnitude does not decrease continuously. Collapsing 
of series arcs into shorter arc lengths increases the current flow 
momentarily but the increasing distance between the ends of the 
broken conductor increases the arc resistance, eventually 
decreasing the current magnitude. Momentary rises between 
durations of decreasing current magnitudes causes a delay in 
the detection of a series arc. 

The second proposed method of detecting series arcing 
through the monitoring of phase resistance values uses voltages 
and currents, making this method more sensitive and faster. 
From the test results in Table I, the second detection method 
(TSADPR column in Table I) took on average around 50 percent 
of the total series arc duration for detection, 25 percent faster 
than the first detection method (TSADI column in Table I). 

As noted in Section II, some of the falling conductor 
detection methods use the signatures of the change in phase, 
zero-, and negative-sequence voltage. The ΔVPH, ΔV0, and 
ΔV2 columns in Table I show the respective changes in the 
phase, zero-, and negative-sequence voltages before and after 
the series arcing. The change in the voltage values are too small 
and that makes setting thresholds for these voltage changes a 
challenging task. Ignoring the smaller values, the change in 
phase voltage were found to be of opposing polarity at either 
end of the conductor break. This satisfies one of the conditions 
in one of the methods of detecting falling conductors mentioned 
in [11] and [12]. However, the change in zero-sequence voltage, 
which is expected to rise for a broken conductor event, has 
shown almost no change in most of the events. Therefore, 
methods that rely on changes in voltage magnitudes may be 
challenged to detect falling conductors in transmission or 
meshed distribution systems that have insignificant voltage 
change for an open-phase condition. 

The last column (|ZSAE/ZSAI|) in Table I gives the increase in 
the phase impedance after the extinction of the series arc with 
reference to corresponding phase impedance before the series 
arc initiation. The phase impedance is calculated as |VPH/IPH|. 
The |ZSAE/ZSAI| column can be used to validate methods that use 
the change in impedance to detect broken conductors. The 
values of the phase impedances after the extinction of series arc 
are not infinite because the measured current is not zero, but, in 
fact, is the line charging current between the relay and the 
conductor break location. 
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TABLE I 
SUMMARY OF THE TEST RESULTS FROM THE PLAYBACK OF FIELD EVENTS 

Event Terminal Voltage 
Level (kV) 

|ISAI| 
(A) 

|ISAE| 
(A) 

TSA 
(s) 

TSADI 
(s) 

TSADPR 
(s) 

ΔVPH 
(pu) 

ΔV0 
(pu) 

ΔV2 
(pu) 

|ZSAE/ 
ZSAI| 

1 
Local 

220 
408 67.5 

0.21 
0.15 0.09 –0.005 0.002 0.008 6 

Remote 420 3.1 0.15 0.10 0.001 –0.001 0.003 135 

2 
Local 

138 
287a 1.9 a 

0.36 a 
0.23 a 0.21 a –0.018 a 0.007 a 0.014 a 151 a 

Remote 265 a 1.9 a 0.20 a 0.19 a 0.006 a 0.007 a 0.008 a 139 a 

3 
Local 

110 
127 5.5 

0.41 
0.27 0.22 –0.032 0.026 0.019 23 

Remote 127 5.5 0.29 0.33 0.011 –0.001 0.010 23 

4 NA 220 244 26.5 0.53 0.40 0.25 0.003 0.001 0.001 9 

5 NA 138 242 17.2 0.71 0.57 0.35 –0.019 0.004 0.016 14 

|ISAI|   is current magnitude of the broken conductor phase at an instance of series arc initiation in primary amperes. 
|ISAE|   is current magnitude of the broken conductor phase at an instance of series arc extinction in primary amperes. 
|TSA|   is the estimated duration of series arcing in seconds. 
|TSADI|  is the approximate time taken to detect series arcing from the initiation of the arc through the current magnitude reduction method in seconds. 
|TSADPR|  is the approximate time taken to detect series arcing from the initiation of the arc through the phase resistance monitoring method in seconds. 
ΔVPH   is the change in the broken conductor phase voltage magnitude from an instance of series arc extinction to an instance of series arc initiation in pu. 
ΔV0   is the change in the zero-sequence voltage magnitude from an instance of series arc extinction to an instance of series arc initiation in pu. 
ΔV2   is the change in the negative-sequence voltage magnitude from an instance of series arc extinction to an instance of series arc initiation in pu. 
|ZSAE|  is the ratio of the magnitude of phase voltage to phase current of the broken conductor phase at the instance of series arc extinction in primary kV. 
|ZSAI|   is the ratio of the magnitude of phase voltage to phase current of the broken conductor phase at the instance of series arc initiation in primary kV. 
a These are the estimated values obtained by reconstructing some of the pre-fault data in the event recordings. 

 

Fig. 11. Series arcing detection bits of the current magnitude reduction 
method (top) and estimated phase resistance monitoring method (bottom) for 
Event 1 (local terminal) in Table I. 

 

Fig. 12. Series arcing detection bits of the current magnitude reduction 
method (top) and estimated phase resistance monitoring method (bottom) for 
Event 1 (remote terminal) in Table I. 
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Fig. 13. Series arcing detection bits of the current magnitude reduction 
method (top) and estimated phase resistance monitoring method (bottom) for 
Event 2 (local terminal) in Table I. 

 

Fig. 14. Series arcing detection bits of the current magnitude reduction 
method (top) and estimated phase resistance monitoring method (bottom) for 
Event 2 (remote terminal) in Table I. 

 

Fig. 15. Series arcing detection bits of the current magnitude reduction 
method (top) and estimated phase resistance monitoring method (bottom) for 
Event 3 (local terminal) in Table I. 

 

Fig. 16. Series arcing detection bits of the current magnitude reduction 
method (top) and estimated phase resistance monitoring method (bottom) for 
Event 3 (remote terminal) in Table I. 
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Fig. 17. Series arcing detection bits of the current magnitude reduction 
method (top) and estimated phase resistance monitoring method (bottom) for 
Event 4 in Table I. 

 

Fig. 18. Series arcing detection bits of the current magnitude reduction 
method (top) and estimated phase resistance monitoring method (bottom) for 
Event 5 in Table I. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
This paper revisits the arcing phenomena that occur during 

the opening of a load-interrupting disconnect switch. Field 
events presented in this paper have shown similar arcing occurs 
when a conductor breaks. This paper presents two novel 
methods to detect series arcing caused by a conductor break. 

The first method looks for reduction in the current magnitude 
over a predetermined time. The second method looks for a 
substantial increase in the estimated phase resistance over a 
predetermined time. Detection of broken conductors by using 
these proposed methods were successful when tested with the 
eight field event recordings. However, because the proposed 
solutions to detect broken conductor are new, they are meant 
for analysis and as critical alarms. They may also be used to 
block auto-reclose upon series arcing detection followed by an 
assertion of trip signal.  

Fast detection of a broken conductor becomes crucial when 
attempting to block auto-reclose for lines with sensitive ground 
or negative-sequence protection. Results from the field events 
show early detection of series arcing by using the proposed 
methods can address this issue. The proposed detection 
methods work for transmission and sub-transmission systems 
and are expected to work for tapped feeders and distribution 
systems; however no supporting field events were available at 
the time of this publication. Of course, these methods are only 
useful for distribution lines that have circuit breakers. Analysis 
of the field events has shown detection through use of the 
current magnitude reduction method requires slightly longer 
time to detect a broken conductor as compared to the phase 
resistance monitoring method, which uses currents and 
voltages. 

Existing methods that look for a considerable change in 
voltage at opposite ends of the line during an open-phase 
condition are suitable for distribution or weaker power system 
networks. Field events presented in this paper have shown no 
significant change in voltage magnitudes before and after the 
conductor break. Methods that rely on change in impedance 
before and after the conductor break may have less 
dependability for a broken conductor near the center of a power 
line that has significant charging current. 
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